Compliance Dashboard

When a website uses cookies, personal data is often processed and therefore your website must comply with the GDPR. The Compliance Dashboard is a useful tool to help you make your company’s website sufficiently GDPR and ePrivacy compliant.

With the Compliance Dashboard, you can easily get an overview of the cookies on your website or across your websites. Your knowledge can be used to identify unwanted cookies and to assess your privacy risks. E.g., such as whether your cookies share data to unsecure third countries. You are also able to monitor the cookies on your website.
**Compliance Dashboard Contains**

**Insight**
Get an overview of the cookies on your website or across your websites based on our website scan. Keep up with the development over time or analyze cookies.

You are also able to view the visitors’ consent approval rate on an individual website or as an average for all your websites.

**Privacy risks – GDPR Violations**
Does your website share data with countries outside the EU/EEA, such as to an unsecure third country? Does your website use cookies with a duration that exceeds 12 months? Are there any unknown cookies on your website? The Compliance Dashboard gives you insights into potential privacy risks related to your cookies.

**Get an overview in your Website Portfolio**
If you own many websites, the Compliance Dashboard offers you a complete overview and the option to prioritize and plan removal of unwanted cookies from your websites. You can easily extract lists containing information about your cookies from the Compliance Dashboard.

**Cookie monitoring and removal**
The Compliance Dashboard is updated following every website scan, which makes ongoing monitoring of your website possible. We conduct a standard scan of your website each month. If you contact Cookie Information, we can customize the scanning frequency of your website to suit your company's needs. If you need to remove unwanted cookies, Cookie Information has experienced technical experts who can assist in removing them.

**About Cookie Information**
Cookie Information is a Privacy Tech Company specialized in developing software that helps to ensure that you and your company’s websites and mobile apps are GDPR and ePrivacy compliant. We help more than 1,000 companies and handle more than 4,000,000,000 consents p.a.

Cookie Information is a global provider founded in Copenhagen, Denmark in 2011. We employ 25 highly qualified colleagues. Half of our employees work from our headquarters in Copenhagen and the remaining at our office in Oslo and with our development partners. Cookie Information provides solutions globally.